
Minutes of the Coyle Community Club Board Meeting, August 8, 2015 

recorded by Karen Gale in the excused absence of Secretary, Carol Robinson.  

In attendance were members of the board: Dennis Schmitt, John Bell, Wendy Stafford, Rob Stafford, 

Jackie Gardner, Paula Vine, Karen Gale, and dock committee chair Chris McClaine.  

The mtg was called to order at 10:05 a.m. by the president. Karen Gale agreed to prepare the minutes of 

the meeting. 

Jackie agreed to correct the minutes of the July mtg to submit for revision. Wendy moved that the 

minutes be approved, John seconded. The minutes were approved as edited.  

Wendy presented the Treasurer's Report, and shared a document she prepared to help the audit 

committee for next year, which clearly demonstrates the status, and earned dividends, of the variously 

termed Certificates of Deposit held for CCC . 

Wendy and Chris McLane reported on dock maintenance materials expenses. 

20 extra electronic keys for dock access have been ordered, as only one was left. A credit card was 

required, which Wendy provided.  

The annual Corporation Registration for Non-Profit Organizations fee was paid to the Secretary of State, 

requiring a credit card, which Wendy provided. 

Dennis will be reimbursed for dock project trash removal expenses. 

John will be reimbursed for a gift certificate purchased from board discretionary funds and given to 

Norm Johnson in appreciation for his ongoing concert series in our community and honoring the 100th 

performance. 

Approval of the above reimbursements was moved by Wendy and seconded by Jackie, and agreed to 

unanimously.  

Discussion of the annual Fall Meeting started with acknowledging that a major effort to recruit 

volunteers to complete the ambitious workload was needed, and that commitments needed to be made 

by Sept. 1st for the tools and food and final plan to be accomplished in support of the volunteer effort. 

To that end Francine will be asked to post a direct request for volunteer commitment and response, and 

include why this is being asked, to offset expenses of marina membership in the future.  

Chris described the float replacements that he and Dennis had accomplished, and their successful 

results, which now keep the dock above the water and level, and meet equally between segments of the 

walkway. Saturated foam blocks and rotten wood segments have been replaced on the walkway and 

gatehouse float.   

It was suggested by Dennis, and agreed to by the board, to postpone any material progress on the 

storage shed proposed to replace the existing structure at the marina, though the design process might 



appropriately go forward.  

In response to comments about why the storage shed might be needed, alternatives to expanding the 

storage capabilities of the Club, and who is currently possibly storing Club supplies and materials, Rob 

asked if it was feasible to generate an inventory of what is currently being stored in Members' facilities.  

Chris will inventory what he has and would prefer to move off of his place, and that which is being 

stored by the Websters. Dennis and John will submit inventories, and Paul and Larry will be asked to 

submit lists of what they currently have to return to CCC. 

At the Fall Meeting, the membership will be asked to include funds for the storage shed in the 2016 

budget. 

The kayak dock and kayak rack were discussed briefly. As no proposal has been submitted, there is no 

report, and it will be determined at the Fall Mtg whether to go forward with consideration of either of 

these two improvements.  

Wendy will summarize the 2015 financial update to send to Francine before the Fall Mtg so that it will 

be available to the membership to review prior to the gathering.  

Additional information to include on the Fall Meeting announcement sheet was determined. New 

members will be recognized, the July party will be reviewed, and thanks to members and volunteers for 

their support are the topics that will fill the second side of the page.  

The December newsletter will include a re-cap of work that has been accomplished this year by 

volunteers, and purchases that improve conditions within our community.  

Chris reported that the walkway floats are now together, and that the gateway float will soon be 

completely leveled. Replacement of 3 posts has resulted in leveling the 4th & 5th sections that were 

bottoming out on silt, rather than the concrete pad, which should stop the twisting of the dock sections.  

Three additional floats will arrive on Tuesday and will be placed in the weeks ahead.  

Cary Vine and Chris installed the solar lights at the marina. Chris built the light boxes. Cary will adjust the 

light levels, motion sensitivity, and length of time the lights remain on after activation.  

The life ring replacements have been ordered from Amazon, as the products from that source allow the 

replacement of rope as necessary. They will arrive on 8/13. The gateway life ring will be moved so that it 

will not make the gate easy to be left open and unlocked. George deVries is fabricating new ring holders 

from materials that have been delivered. It is anticipated that the life rings and stands will be installed at 

the same time as the 3 final floats. 

Twelve volunteers will be needed to accomplish the major goals of the Fall Work Party at the marina, sealing 

and supporting Birch Street's integrity. To that end, 3 pressure washers will be used to remove muck and 

weeds, so that crack sealer can be used where appropriate. Chris has drilled several, and will drill more, 

inspection holes to determine the locations and capacities of the voids, caused by presently unmanaged run-



off and subsequent erosion, that are undermining the concrete slab parking area and road to the water. 

Cotton Ready Mix will deliver cement to fill the voids and thus mitigate the present lack of support for the 

pavement, which is also a potential safety/liability issue.  

Chris asked that Roads funds be released for the purpose of protecting Birch Street, to prevent any further 

collapse of the roadway. Having calculated costs and projected amounts of materials needed, Chris suggested 

that $1500 be made available for this project, noting that correcting the existing problems 100% would not 

be cost effective, but correcting 75% affordably will be a good investment. This could support 80% of the 

substrate at a reasonable cost.  

Wendy moved, Rob seconded the motion to authorize up to $1500 of the Roads funds available for the 

restoration of Birch Street substrate and pavement project. It was approved, unanimously.  

 Dennis Schmitt and Cary Vine were recognized with gratitude for their ongoing help with dock maintenance 

and repair.  

The Fall Work Party will be 8:30am - 12:30pm on September 19th. Tim McKee has offered a power washer, 

and Curt Hayes will be asked to use his. Karen volunteered to make the lunch.  

Karen asked to have the CCC information sheets reproduced and laminated to replace the worn and illegible 

copies posted at the gateway. Jackie and Francine will collaborate on this.  

A sheriff's deputy came to the marina to post notices on the 3 derelict boats, began the process that will 

result in contacts with owners, and after Aug 28th misdemeanor charges may be filed against them. The 

county will then come and remove them from the harbor on a favorable tide cycle. CCC will not have to 

contend with taking ownership and subsequent disposal arrangements!  

The two boats on the beach are on federal waters, without current registrations, and in a condition that 

allows them to be seized. Three boats, two motor and one sail powered, will be cited for lack of valid state 

registration on the vessels, and misdemeanor filings may result on at least one.  

Several boats at the dock have not been moved for years. Chris will move them, with permission, to the other 

side of the harbor, so active boats have the easiest access to the outside slips and boat launch.  

Karen was reminded to call Tarboo Extinguisher Company to inquire about a new fire extinguisher for the 

dock. 

Election of officers for 2016 will take place at the Fall Meeting. Karen Gale accepted nomination for vice 

president. Tom Carter and Doug Eggert will be asked to consider accepting the remaining 3yr board member 

position. 

John had a question about the initiation fee and renewal after lapse, and if the bylaws needed amendment 

for consistency. It was determined that no amendment was necessary.  

Each board member is asked to invite everybody they meet from our community to attend the Fall Meeting.  



Chris asked if there should be a requirement for all dock members to provide a phone number or email 

address in order to receive their boat decal for the year. Otherwise we have boats whose owners cannot be 

contacted when the boat is sinking, leaking gas/oil, etc. That shall be the standard, but no bylaw amendment 

or voted is necessary to instate this requirement for members.  

It was suggested that membership application forms be available online for Club and dock memberships, and 

the board unanimously agreed to have this drafted and uploaded before the 2016 fees become due.  

The update and merge of the various membership spreadsheets from the past continues.  

Chris asked how to respond to a dock member who recently bought a 30' boat. The CCC has a 26' length limit, 

using the vessel length listed on its WA state registration. 

The Sunday, September 6th, 10am Exec Board meeting was confirmed. The location will be announced prior. 

The community Fall Meeting will be at 1pm. 

John moved and Paula seconded that the meeting be adjourned, and such was unanimously accepted at 

12:05 PM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


